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Abstract � This paper presents a web based educational video-clips exhibition
created to share various archived lectures for medical students, health care professionals as well as for general public. The presentation of closely related topics was developed as video gallery and it is based solely on free or open source tools to be available for
wide academic and/or non-commercial use. Even if the educational video records can
be embedded in any websites, we preferred to use our faculty’s portal, which should be
a central point to offer various multimedia educational materials. The system was integrated and tested to offer open access to infectology lectures that were captured and
archived from live-streamed sessions and from videoconferences.

INTRODUCTION
Plenty of teaching methods can be used to bring information and new knowledge from almost any scientific areas to the educational processes [1–3]. Similarly, health related information can be conveyed to
the students, health professionals, but also to the patients with the aim to increase public knowledge and
to ensure greater prevention behaviors [4–6]. The
most frequently used methods include written materials, community programs, school programs, physician recommendations etc. However, these methods require various resources to be implemented
and have usually limited coverage considering their
widespread use in the general public [7, 8]. On the
other hand, recent trends in education indicate an
expansion of distance forms that can be considered
as an effective alternative. Regarding used grade
of technology, it may be organized as different concepts including distance learning, distributed learning, online learning, e-learning, virtual education,
web-based learning, computer-based training, and
blended or hybrid learning [9–11]. Therefore, the goal

of our project is to use potential of such modern multimedia techniques to disseminate the latest infectology knowledge. In our project, we organize live video
broadcasts of scientific and educational sessions and
then the archived video lectures are shared in the
form of online video-clips to be accessible anytime
and anywhere.

METHODS
To support distance education forms at our faculty
we created a systematic approach in organization
of special live streamed meetings. The selected specific topics cover the branch of infectology as it concerns not only clinicians and medical students, but
also a large group of patients as well as a wide range
of healthy population. In this way, we offer the most
recent information and knowledge in periodically repeated sessions led by specialists from academic and
health branches. Here, the topics like bacterial resistance against antibiotics, the most convenient antiinfectious treatment or nosocomial infections are
only some of themes that every one of us should have
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Figure 1: Educational video processing scheme

information about. These topics specify also one of
the major problems of European Commission (EC)
in the area of public health. It is also the priority of
national government as the consumption of antibiotics is one of the greatest in European Union (EU).
European Surrveillance Antibiotic Consumption
(ESAC) rated Slovak republic on the sixth place in
consumption of antibiotics. Furthermore, there are
80 million patients hospitalized per year in EU and 5
percent of them get nosocomial infections. Approximately 40 thousand of such patients die of it. This is
the reason why also the EC emphasizes the need to increase awareness of population using educational activities with the aim to improve situation and to solve
these problems.
Individual live video streams are broadcasted as
free to join events, so everybody interested in particular topics is able to watch them. However, there are
often various objective reasons why some of the sessions cannot be viewed when broadcasted. Therefore,
the raw video records are used to prepare archive
of audiovisual lectures including DVD movies, compressed video formats for web as well as interactive
presentations. Educational outputs are processed to
be available for students in both on-line and off-line
forms. In this manner, the streams can be archived
and shared together with additional education materials. The process to create usable audiovisual educational works include scene capturing, editing and
rendering of teaching suitable parts, adding additional content and comments, conversion to the requested video/multimedia format and publication of
final materials as shown in Figure 1.
Here, considering the technical point of view, the
selection of the most convenient video format was
one of the most important parts for us. There are two
preferred video formats to share video content on
the web. These are MP4 and FLV, and both containers have their pros and cons. Because the flash was
the most relevant target platform for many years, and
because it uses progressive download, can be downloaded from start to finish over HTTP, plays as the file
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Figure 2: Video thumbnail and FLV player embedded
in portal’s article

is downloaded (no need to wait), is low cost and effective and is useable also for slow connections, we
selected the FLV. It also allows us to set good quality
to file size ratio. Parameters like video size, bitrate,
frame rate, aspect ratio and audio compression were
set to acquire optimal output quality. We recognized
the values like 640 × 480 px, 512 bps, 15 fps and MP3
audio are sufficient for our video lectures. It is because of combination of the dynamic movie of the
speaker and the static frames of his/her presentation.

RESULTS
Creation of educational videos was only the first
part of our work. Then, we tried to find the best way
to offer them to the public. As we want to move all
electronic materials or at least the hyperlinks to such
faculty materials on one place - faculty’s portal, the
major question was how to share these movies in an
attractive way? The answer was found in video galleries. To do this, we used principles of Video LightBox
which is the free wizard program allowing adding
videos to almost any website with stylish popup
video effects. This beautiful product helps to generate source codes to embed particular video to the
website in a few clicks. In general, it is necessary
just to add video, to specify the template for video

Video gallery of educational lectures integrated in faculty’s portal

Figure 3: Video gallery of infectology lectures published at our faculty’s portal

popup and video thumbnail appearance and to publish the result. Except of thumbnail, each educational
video is equipped with the title and the name of the
speaker/author. An example of resulting published
lecture and FLV player embedded in our portal article
is shown in Figure 2.
All the FLV files can be stored on external servers or
directly on the portal. We did not specify any restrictions to access individual lectures as these should be
available for all. However, respecting principles of
the portal, the access rights can be specified in the
same way as in other attachments. Then the content
can be set to be available for various groups of users,
including
▶▶ nonregistered anonymous users
▶▶ registered anonymous users who accept the terms
of use within his/her registration
▶▶ users of MEFANET network, i.e., students or teachers from any Czech or Slovak medical faculty
▶▶ users of local university or faculty, whose affiliation to that university/faculty has been verified at
the portal via the local information system of that
university/faculty
▶▶ users to whom attachments are made available
only on the author’s explicit consent
In order to have a clear and well-arranged list of
video lectures, we separated closely related themes

in 15 groups. These groups were classified as sessions
to cover most relevant infectology topics including
the most frequent bacterial infections, antibacterial
pharmaceutics, respiratory infections, nosocomial
infections, resistance on anti-infective pharmaceutics, preventions against infections, antivirotic treatment of the most frequent infections, etc.
Currently, there are lectures in six of these 15 sessions published on the portal. All the sessions are
presented as simple hyperlinks and their content is
shown or hidden only after the user will select it. In
this way, it is possible to filter the video lectures, save
the space in the article and to show the users only the
materials he/she is interested in. An example of final
published video gallery is shown in Figure 3.

DISCUSSION
Learning science is quite complicated system affected by too many input and output factors that
should be beard in mind while searching for optimal
and the most effective methods. We suppose the combination of traditional teaching methods and new
technological innovations satisfies teachers as well
as students and may offer optimal learning experience also for clinical medicine subjects. Therefore, we
capture the live broadcasted lectures and the records
are processed to be used by the students during their
Mefanet J 2013; 1(1): 19–22
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study, but also by the wider group of undergraduate
students, PhD students, physicians in continuous education and general public. Such audiovisual content

is shared using our faculty’s portal with no restrictions that ensures whole world accessibility.
Ing. Jaroslav Majerník, Ph.D.
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